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[Dan SwanÃ¶:]
Where do you come from, where is your tribe?
You should not be here, you can't be alive 
A vicious killer, you'll never be tamed 
You belong in this cage

[Damian Wilson:]
Why do you fear me, what have I done?
I mean no harm, never hurt anyone
I'm not a liar, what proof do you need? 
How can I make you believe?

[Russell Allen:]
Drive him back, he must be the last
From beyond the zone
Save our future, bury our past
It must never be known

[Floor Jansen:]
Beware the beast, there's danger in his eyes 
I see the truth slipping through
Beware the beast, don't believe his lies 
Human see, human do

[Dan SwanÃ¶:]
Your proof is empty, conjecture at best
You're not superior, we're not impressed 
Go find your fate, the lot of mankind
You won't like what you find 

[Damian Wilson:]
Your scrolls are lying, man was here first
We are superior, just like on earth
You know the secret, why can't you share? 
Tell me why you're so scared! 

[Russell Allen:] 
Drive him back, he must be the last
From beyond the zone
Save our future, bury our past
It must never be known
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[Floor Jansen:]
Beware the beast, there's danger in his eyes 
I see the truth slipping through
Beware the beast, don't believe his lies 
Human see, human do

[Dan SwanÃ¶:] 
See no evil
Hear no evil
Speak no evil
Do no evil

[Russell Allen:] 
Drive him back, he must be the last
From beyond the zone
Save our future, bury our past
It must never be known

[Floor Jansen:]
Beware the beast, there's danger in his eyes 
I see the truth slipping through
Beware the beast, don't believe his lies 
Human see, human do
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